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Abstract: While most current Web Engineering methodologies model the separate
aspects, content, navigation, business logic, and presentation, of Web systems in separate models, integration of the different models and in particular the validation of
their interaction is not yet sufficiently supported. We propose a systematic approach
of building a UML state machine that integrates the separate concerns content, navigation, and business logic of a Web system into a big picture, which can then be validated
formally for consistency and behavioural properties.

1

Introduction

Separation of concerns is an important principle of software system modelling, which is
applied in almost every software design. The advantage of a clean separation of concerns
includes better readability and enhanced reusability of software models. On the other
hand, the models may be separate, but not isolated: they must be consistent to each other
and their interaction must specify the system as a whole.
Most current Web Engineering methodologies (for an overview see [Sch01]) follow the
principle of separation of concerns and model the different aspects of a Web application in
separate models: the content, the navigation structure, the business process logic, and the
presentation. However, integration and validation of these separate models, in particular
the validation of their interaction, is not yet sufficiently supported.
We propose, in the context of UML-based Web Engineering (UWE [KK03]), a systematical approach of merging the separate models of a Web application and building an integrated big picture by model transformation. The model transformations are given as
graph transformation rules on the UWE metamodel. The result of the transformation is a
UML [Obj05] state machine, which includes the static navigation structure as well as the
dynamic behaviour of a Web application model. The state machine can then be validated
formally using, e.g., model checking.
Two features make UWE particularly amenable for our integration and validation approach: UWE is defined as a UML profile using a conservative extension of the UML
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metamodel [KK03], therefore we can apply the well-known technique of metamodel-based
graph transformations (cf., e.g., [BH02]). Furthermore, UWE includes support for modelling complex business processes using UML activity diagrams (see [KKZH04], where
also a comparison with other Web engineering approaches can be found); thus the behavioural properties of the overall system are a primary concern.
Using UML state machines as the results of the integration process is motivated by the
possibility of applying formal techniques for validation, like model checking [KMR02],
directly to a familiar software design notation. Moreover, the expressiveness of UML state
machines offers ample opportunity for refining the integrated model of a Web application
and including features like access control [ZBKK05].
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Sect. 2 we give an overview of
the UWE method and notation, and introduce a running example of a music portal. The
model transformations for integrating the different Web engineering models of the music
portal into a UML state machine are described in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4 we demonstrate the
validation and refinement of the integrated state machine. Related work is discussed in
Sect. 5. We conclude with some remarks on future work.

2

UML-based Web Engineering

UML-based Web Engineering (UWE) models a Web application from different points of
view: the content, the navigation structure, the business processes, and the presentation.
UWE is defined in the form of a UML profile and an extension of the UML metamodel
(for more details see [KK03]), and is therefore UML-compliant.
We recall UWE by means of a simple music portal example, inspired by www.mp3.com,
which provides albums and songs for download: Users can search for albums and choose
to download a complete album, or, after selecting a song from an album to download
this song. Downloading is reserved for members only and users have to sign-in before
download is available. Users can register and become members of the portal. Each album
and each song costs some amount of money, and downloading is only possible as long as
the user has enough credit. A member can also recharge his credit.
In UWE, the content of Web applications is modelled in a content model where the classes
of the entities that will be used in the Web application are represented by instances of the
UML metaclass Class. Relationships between contents are modelled by UML associations. The content model of the simple music portal is given in Fig. 1(a); additionally to
providing albums and songs and managing users, the music portal also has an introductory
presentation of its main features in slides.
Based on the content model, the navigation structure of a Web application is laid down in
an UWE navigation model; for our music portal example this model is shown in Fig. 1(b).
Navigable nodes are represented by instances of the metaclass NavigationNode, which is
a subclass of Class. Instances of Association-subclass Link model direct links between
two navigation nodes. There are several subtypes of NavigationNode: NavigationClasses
represent contents (visualised by ), like Album or Song; these are derived from the con116
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Figure 1: UWE model of the music portal example

tents model. Navigation paths are structured by instances of Menu ( ), Index ( ), Query
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( ? ) and Guided Tour ( ). Menus (like AlbumMenu) represent choices between different
subsequent navigation nodes. In contrast, indexes (like SongIndex) have a single successor node, the user selects a particular instance of this successor navigation node. A query
(like SearchAlbum) models a search action of the Web application, where a user can enter
a term and select from the matching results. Guided tours (like WelcomeTour) represent
the entry point to an ordered set of navigation class instances, where the user may go
forward or backward. Moreover, exactly one node is marked as the starting point of the
Web application (Home, ), by setting the attribute isHome of NavigationNode to true.
Business processes, which are modelled in UML activity diagrams, are integrated into the
navigation model by instances of ProcessNode ( ), another subclass of NavigationNode.
The navigation structure of the music portal example (Fig.1(b)) is as follows: node Home
is the starting point of the application, from MainMenu a user can learn how to use this
portal in a guided tour, or search for a certain album and then download the complete
album and/or its songs, or—after signing in as a member—view his personal info. The
business processes Recharge and Register are also reachable from the main menu.
The activity diagrams modelling the business processes are based on the UML 2.0 specification [Obj05]: Actions (like Input, ) model the actions a user and the system must carry
out to complete a business process, Pins (like password, ) represent data flow between
the actions. The flow of actions is started in the initial node ( ) and terminates in the final
node ( ); branching is introduced by decision nodes ( ).
In Fig. 1(c) the business process SignIn is modelled: if the user of the current session is
not yet signed in, he is asked to input his user name and password, both of type String. If
the given username and password are invalid, then an error page is shown, otherwise it is
noted in the session that the user has signed in. The same process is used in DownloadSong
and DownloadAlbum (not shown here) to ensure that the user is signed in before download;
furthermore, these business processes offer the possibility to recharge the user’s account
without going through the main menu.
The desirable properties of this model of a music portal include the possibility of reaching
the download page of an album or a song, once signed in; that it is only necessary to sign
in once in order to download several songs; or that the correct amount of money is billed
for downloading. In fact, the first two properties involve both the navigation structure and
the business logic and thus rely on the consistent interaction of different models.

3

Model Transformations for Integration

We combine into a UML state machine the navigation structure and the business processes
of a Web application modelled in UWE. First, we transform the navigation model into a
basic state machine, then we integrate the business processes into this state machine as
submachine states. The transformation steps are given by graph transformation rules on
an extension of the UWE metamodel: Each rule consists of a left-hand side pattern graph,
an optional negative application condition, and a right-hand side graph. Model elements
and their connections that match the left-hand side pattern of a rule and do not match
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the negative application condition are replaced by the graph on the right-hand side; the
negative application condition is depicted by crossed-out graph structures in the left-hand
side pattern. The graph transformation rules are defined on an extended metamodel such
that information can be stored during processing. In order to keep the presentation simple,
we forgo to define all rules in detail and will describe some transformations pictorially.
UML 2.0 state machines [Obj05] consist of states ( ) and transitions between states.
States may be simple or composite, where composite states contain at least one so-called
region which again contains states. Transitions may either directly connect states or start
from exit points ( ) and end in entry points ( ) for avoiding transitions crossing regions and
thus fostering encapsulation of states. Each state can show an entry action that is executed
on entering the state. Transitions can be labelled by a triggering event, a guard, and effect
actions. A transition is enabled if its source state is currently active, its triggering event is
present, and its guard evaluates to true; on firing a transition its effect is executed.
A UML state machine is executed in a context that allows to store and retrieve global
information. For our integrated state machine we assume a session context that holds the
currently signed-in user (there may be none), and currently selected content entities, like
the song to download.
Roughly speaking, our model integration transformations render each UWE navigation
node, including navigation classes and process classes, as a composite state with as many
entry and exit points as there are links leading to and leaving from the navigation node,
respectively. The data flow is taken into account, on the one hand, by passing parameters
to the composite states that represent navigation classes; and, on the other hand, by storing
navigation information in the session context.

3.1

Transforming navigation structures

The navigation model is transformed into a basic state machine by the following rules:
For every navigation node, which is not a process class, we create a composite state with
the same name as the navigation node. This composite state shows exactly one region
which contains a simple state Showing (see Fig. 2(a)). For a home navigation node, we
additionally create an initial state and an entry point for its composite state and connect the
initial state and the entry point by a transition (Fig. 2(b)). Whether the navigation node is
a guided tour or a navigation class is recorded in the attributes isGuidedTour and isContent
for later reference; these attributes are not part of the UWE metamodel. For every process
node a composite state with no substates is created (rule not shown here). Note that at this
interstage we also accept models that have states connected to each other by links.
In the next step, the links between the states are transformed into transitions (Fig. 2(c)).
A transition leaves its source state at an exit point and leads to an entry point of the subsequent state. We also create a trigger with a parameter for those transitions that lead to
a state representing a navigation class (like Album or Song) in order to indicate which instance of the navigation class is to be shown to the user. Such a parameter is not created
if the original link has a multiplicity of one at the target end (like User), since this means
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Figure 2: Rules for mapping nodes and links to states and transitions
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that the user has no choice for this navigation class and thus a parameter is not necessary.
Each Showing state has an entry action show that transforms information, gathered by another function data, to HTML or PDF or any “downloadable” format. The function data
receives a parameter that indicates the navigation node instance for which data must be
gathered and depends on the kind of navigation node which the state represents. Navigation classes refer to the content model of the Web system and thus may have more than one
instance. Therefore, the parameter of data must specify the instance to show and data will
retrieve its contents. Furthermore, in this case, the composite state containing Showing
also stores by its entry action this instance in a variable in the session such that subsequent
states can refer to this information. For the other navigation nodes it suffices to give data
the name of the navigation node. Which parameter data receives, is decided by the function translate. The result of transforming navigation class Song is depicted in Fig. 3(a).
For queries data returns the fields needed for the user input; for menus, indexes and guided
tours it returns the links to present to the user.
Finally, every state preceded by an isGuidedTour state is enhanced by two transitions from
Showing to itself to represent the user navigating to the previous and the next step in the
guided tour, respectively; see Fig. 3(b).
The resulting top-level state machine for the music portal example is shown in Fig. 3(c).
We have also indicated the parameters transferred to the states representing navigation
classes.
Whole/part relations represented by composite aggregations in the navigation model may
be emphasised in the state machine. Alternatively to as described above, the composite
navigation node may be mapped to a composite state containing several regions: one for
its own Showing state, and one for each of its parts, containing a substate representing the
part. Figure 4 shows how MainMenu is integrated into Home using this alternative rule.

3.2 Integrating Business Processes
After creating from the navigation model the top-level states and transitions between them,
we now integrate the activity diagrams modelling the business processes as substates. Initial nodes, final nodes, decision nodes, action nodes, and control flow edges are transformed into their counterparts in UML state machines. In contrast, data flow is not directly
supported by state machines and has to be simulated.
Figure 5 summarises the rules informally: for the initial node we create an entry point of
the parent (top-level) state, each final node is transformed into an exit point with the same
name. Decision nodes are mapped to junctions. Each action node is mapped to a simple
composite state with the same name and an entry action which performs the task of the
original action. Data flow from action node A to action node B using the pins p and q
is simulated by first turning q into a global variable in the state and then defining an exit
action of the state A that assigns p to q.
Note that these rules are by no means complete for transforming UML 2.0 activity dia-
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grams, but suffice for UWE business processes. Figure 6 displays the result of the transformation rules applied to the SignIn business process (see Fig. 1(c)).
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4

Model Validation

The integrated state machine model of an UWE Web application model is the basis for
validating the design. In the following, we use the UML model transformation tool
Hugo/RT [KMR02]1 for applying model checking to the UML state machine. Hugo/RT
translates state machines, collaborations, and assertions into input models for the model
checkers SPIN and, for real-time state machines, UPPAAL2 .
We use the linear-time temporal, on-the-fly model checker SPIN as the backend for the
translation with Hugo/RT. As a first check of our integrated model, we require that it is
possible to download a song:
assertion reachability {
F system.inState(DownloadSong.Downloading);
}

Figure 7 shows the composite state DownloadSong in the integrated state machine. Although a simple property, its verification requires to consider both the navigation structure
and the business processes.
For performing actual model checking we have to abstract from some details of the model:
On the one hand, user interaction (like cancelling or retrying the sign-in process) is replaced by non-deterministic choice; on the other hand, we do not include concrete data
for albums or songs, but content ourselves with a single item of each. Employing this abstraction, the reachability assertion, saying that there is a path such that sometime (F) the
state machine (system) is in state DownloadSong.Downloading, is indeed verified
by SPIN and the witnessing example provided by SPIN can be retranslated, using again
Hugo/RT, into a UML run showing how to reach DownloadSong.Downloading.
1 http://www.pst.ifi.lmu.de/projekte/hugo
2 http://spinroot.com,

http://www.uppaal.com
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As a second property, we verify that a user only has to sign in once per session:
assertion signInOnce {
not (G system.signedIn implies
(G (not system.inState(SignIn.Input)) and
(not system.inState(DownloadAlbum.SignIn.Input)) and
(not system.inState(DownloadSong.SignIn.Input))));
}

Put alternatively, this assertion asks for a run where after signing in the user is asked to
input his data again, either in the top-level process SignIn or its uses in the processes
DownloadAlbum or DownloadSong. Here, SPIN answers that this is indeed impossible.
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Finally, we check that it is impossible to download songs forever, without recharging one’s
account:
assertion download {
not ((G F system.inState(DownloadSong.Downloading)) implies
(G F (system.inState(Recharge) or
system.inState(DownloadAlbum.Recharge) or
system.inState(DownloadSong.Recharge))));
}

Again, after translation with Hugo/RT, SPIN answers that this is impossible. However,
we have not checked that each downloaded song is billed correctly (where we assume that
each song costs a unit of money): Instrumenting the state machine with an auxiliary attribute recording the user’s credit before downloading a song and asserting in Downloading
that the current credit is smaller than the credit before download:
simple Downloading {
entry assert(creditBefore < credit);
}

reveals an erroneous transition in DownloadSong: After recharging, the downloaded song
is not billed. In order to correct this, the effect session.user.credit– – has to be moved
below the junction state before Downloading.3
Beyond the ability to check whether the UWE Web application models interact consistently with each other, we may also use the integrated state machine as the starting point
for refinements that are not easily expressed in UWE. For example, even though access
to node User is explicitly guarded by the SignIn process in the navigation model, it may
be possible to access User directly by an external link [ZBKK05]. Such misuse can be
avoided by refining the composite state for User by a check for session.user != null, like
in the composite state for DownloadSong.

5

Related Work

Our approach uses graph transformation systems to integrate the navigation structures and
the business processes of a UWE model of a Web application into a UML state machine.
This is, as far as we know, the first method of systematically combining the different
models of a Web system into a big picture and then verifying the correctness of the models
and their interaction.
Other Web Engineering methods such as OOHDM [SH04], OO-H [KKCM04], WSDM
[Tro03], or WebML [CDDF05] provide no integration of business process models that are
as expressive as UWE’s: they integrate only entry and exit points of the actions composing
the business processes into the navigation structure, but not the actions themselves.
Navon and Bustos [NB05] as well as Dolog [Dol04] also use state machines to model Web
systems. The latter approach also affords the integration of WebML rules that change the
3 The integrated UML state machine is available at http://www.pst.ifi.lmu.de/projekte/
hugo/uwe.ute.
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navigation structure of an adaptive Web system [CDMN05]. In comparison, not only is
our big picture state machine more expressive by representing data flow, but our approach
also gives a concrete method for creating the big picture.
W2000 [BCM05] is, to our knowledge, the only method that enforces model consistency,
although the method does not support business process modelling and thus only consistency between the navigation model and the content model is considered.
Verifying models of Web systems is still in its infancy. Chen and Zhao [CZ04] outline how
to use labelled transition systems to verify the behaviour of a client with caching. Model
checking is applied in [SDM+ 05] to verify the navigation structures of Web application
models. To the authors’ knowledge, our approach is novel in also model checking dynamic
business processes in Web systems.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

We presented a systematic approach of integrating the navigation structure and the business processes into a state machine and how to use this state machine to verify the interaction of the different models specifying a Web system by model checking. Thanks to
the formal rules formulated as a graph transformation system, the integration can be automated. We plan to extend ArgoUWE [KKZH04], the CASE tool of UWE, to generate the
big picture automatically.
While model checking is a fast and simple way of checking whether a property holds
or not, its main disadvantage is that the complete state space must be verified to find a
counter-example. Not only is verification of properties in unlimited state space (e.g., in
case of an unbound integer value) often impossible but also finite state systems may be
problematic due to state explosion. Therefore we plan to apply other technologies such
as automatic abstraction or interactive verification to Web models. Moreover, in situations
where correctness of the models cannot be fully proved by formal methods, it is interesting
to use techniques of testing UML state machines to get some help in finding possible
design deficiencies.
In terms of Model Driven Architecture (MDA [KWB03]), our proposal provides a transformation from a platform-independent model (PIM) to another. The resulting big picture
may be used as a starting point for further transformations. In particular, the WebSA approach [MCG03] may be applied for performing PIM to PSM transformation.
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